Clinical gait analysis for amputees: innovation wishlist and the perspectives offered by the outwalk protocol.
Clinical gait analysis (CGA) has shown potentials for the prosthetics field and has been found effective for scientific purposes and to design general rehabilitation models. However, intrinsic limitations of the "artificial" laboratory environment usually result in recording performances not representative patients' real-life gait. In order to promote the diffusion of CGA in the clinical decision-making process, a framework for developing novel, more ecological CGA applications is presented. Moreover, the Outwalk protocol, based on wearable sensors and developed within this framework guidelines, is described and validated for its inter-rater agreement on a population of transtibial amputees walking in a real-life scenario. Results show the possibility of drawing precise conclusions over different aspects of amputees' gait and prostheses' performance in every-day life conditions.